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Abstract
Respiratory modulation seen in the sympathetic nerve activity (SNA) implies that the respi-

ratory and sympathetic networks interact. During hypertension elicited by chronic intermittent

hypoxia (CIH), the SNA displays an enhanced respiratory modulation reflecting strengthened

interactions between the networks. In this chapter, we review a series of experimental and

modeling studies that help elucidate possible mechanisms of sympatho-respiratory coupling.

We conclude that this coupling significantly contributes to both the sympathetic baroreflex

and the augmented sympathetic activity after exposure to CIH. This conclusion is based on
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the following findings. (1) Baroreceptor activation results in perturbation of the respiratory

pattern via transient activation of postinspiratory neurons in the Bötzinger complex (BötC).

The same BötC neurons are involved in the respiratory modulation of SNA, and hence provide

an additional pathway for the sympathetic baroreflex. (2) Under hypercapnia, phasic activation

of abdominal motor nerves (AbN) is accompanied by synchronous discharges in SNA due to

the common source of this rhythmic activity in the retrotrapezoid nucleus (RTN). CIH con-

ditioning increases the CO2 sensitivity of central chemoreceptors in the RTN which results

in the emergence of AbN and SNA discharges under normocapnic conditions similar to those

observed during hypercapnia in naı̈ve animals. Thus, respiratory–sympathetic interactions

play an important role in defining sympathetic output and significantly contribute to the sym-

pathetic activity and hypertension under certain physiological or pathophysiological condi-

tions, and the theoretical framework presented may be instrumental in understanding of

malfunctioning control of sympathetic activity in a variety of disease states.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The respiratory rhythm and sympathetic activity are generated centrally within the

brainstem. Neuronal circuits that generate and modulate respiratory and sympathetic

activities appear to interact and this interaction depends on various sensory afferents

(Gilbey, 2007). Here, we review possible respiratory–sympathetic interactions pro-

posed in our recent experimental and modeling studies. These hypothetical interac-

tions are used to explain the mechanisms of the respiratory modulation seen in

sympathetic output (Section 2); the changes in the respiratory patterns due to baro-

receptor stimulation (Section 3); the changes in the patterns of respiratory-modulated

sympathetic activity (Section 4); and the plasticity seen within brainstem

respiratory–sympathetic networks in an animal model of sleep apnea (Section 5). Fi-

nally, we discuss the limitations and perspectives of the proposed theoretical

framework.

2 RESPIRATORY MODULATION OF SYMPATHETIC ACTIVITY
The respiratory rhythm and coordinated motor pattern is provided by a respiratory

central pattern generator (CPG) located in the lower brainstem (Bianchi et al.,

1995; Cohen, 1979; Lumsden, 1923). The pre-Bötzinger complex (pre-BötC), lo-

cated within the medullary ventral respiratory column (VRC) is considered a major

source of rhythmic inspiratory activity (Koshiya and Smith, 1999; Paton, 1996;

Rekling and Feldman, 1998; Smith et al., 1991). The pre-BötC, interacting with
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the adjacent Bötzinger complex (BötC) containing mostly expiratory neurons

(Ezure, 1990; Ezure et al., 2003; Jiang and Lipski, 1990; Tian et al., 1999) represents

a core of the respiratory CPG (Bianchi et al., 1995; Richter, 1996; Richter and Spyer,

2001; Rybak et al., 2004, 2007, 2008; Smith et al., 2007, 2009, 2012; Tian et al.,

1999). This core circuitry generates primary respiratory oscillations defined by

the intrinsic biophysical properties of respiratory neurons involved, the architecture

of network interactions between respiratory neural populations within and between

the pre-BötC and BötC, and inputs from other brainstem compartments, including

the pons, retrotrapezoid nucleus (RTN), raphé, and nucleus tractus solitarii (NTS)

(Smith et al., 2012).

The sympathetic nerve activity (SNA) was shown to display respiratory modu-

lation that persisted after vagotomy and decerebration (Adrian et al., 1932;

Barman and Gebber, 1980; Habler et al., 1994; Haselton and Guyenet, 1989;

Richter and Spyer, 1990; Simms et al., 2009) supporting the idea of a coupling be-

tween brainstem respiratory and sympathetic networks. This coupling may represent

an important mechanism for coordination of minute ventilation and vasoconstriction/

dilation aimed at increasing the efficiency of oxygen uptake/perfusion at rest, and at

boosting vasomotion and assisting with perfusion of tissues for maintaining homeo-

stasis during metabolic challenges (Zoccal et al., 2009b). Recent modeling studies

also suggest improved efficiency of cardiac function provided by respiratory–

sympathetic interactions (Ben-Tal, 2012; Ben-Tal et al., 2012). Therefore, the respi-

ratory modulation may represent a considerable factor contributing to the dynamic

control of SNA.

Under baseline conditions (normoxia/normocapnia) SNA usually exhibits posi-

tive modulation during inspiration (Fig. 1, upper traces) (Baekey et al., 2008;

Malpas, 1998, 2010; Simms et al., 2010; Zoccal et al., 2008, 2009a,b). It has been

suggested that this modulation results from specific interactions between respiratory

and sympathetic neurons at the level of ventrolateral medulla, where many of the

neurons involved in the generation of respiratory and sympathetic activities are lo-

cated (Habler et al., 1994; Haselton and Guyenet, 1989; Koshiya and Guyenet, 1996;

McAllen, 1987; Richter and Spyer, 1990; Zhong et al., 1997). Specifically in this

region, the inspiratory and expiratory neurons of the VRC interact with the presym-

pathetic neurons of the rostral ventrolateral medulla (RVLM) as well as with

GABAergic interneurons of caudal ventrolateral medulla (CVLM) inhibiting RVLM

neurons (Haselton and Guyenet, 1989; Mandel and Schreihofer, 2006; Richter and

Spyer, 1990; Sun et al., 1997). It appears that the pons may play a critical role in these

interactions. Ponto-medullary transections in situwere shown to significantly reduce
or even eliminate the respiratory modulation of SNA (Fig. 1, “after transection”, see

also Baekey et al., 2008). This suggests that pontine projections to medullary respi-

ratory and sympathetic neurons are crucial for the respiratory–sympathetic coupling.

Accordingly, pontine neurons may have a direct effect on the activity of presympa-

thetic RVLM neurons or they may act indirectly through respiratory neurons in the

VRC (Fig. 2A, blue dashed arrows).
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Postinspiratory activity in BötC was shown to be critically dependent on pons

(Smith et al., 2007). Baekey et al. (2010) have hypothesized that post-I neurons

of BötC are involved in central respiratory–sympathetic interactions by direct inhi-

bition of RVLM during expiration (Fig. 2). They also suggested that the pons par-

ticipates in these interactions via two pathways. First, it provides a necessary

excitatory tonic drive to the post-I neurons, and second, it directly modulates the ac-

tivity of RVLM neurons by excitatory inputs from the phase-spanning pontine IE

population. These two pathways together provide the critical dependence of the re-

spiratory modulation of SNA on the pons, and ponto-medullary transection

completely eliminates the respiratory modulation of SNA in their model (Fig. 3B,

rightmost panel).
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FIGURE 1

Thoracic sympathetic (thSNA) and phrenic (PNA) nerve activities before and after ponto-

medullary transection. Before transection (intact pons), thSNA has a clear respiratory

modulation which is attenuated or eliminated after transection.
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3 RESPIRATORY BAROREFLEX
The NTS is the major brainstem region that receives and integrates peripheral car-

diovascular and respiratory afferent inputs, including baroreceptor afferents (Loewy

and Spyer, 1990). The classical baroreflex control of SNA operates via the 2nd-order

baroreceptor neurons that are located in the NTS and project (directly or indirectly)

to the CVLM. Through this path, baroreceptor stimulation provides activation of

CVLMGABAergic interneurons (Schreihofer and Guyenet, 2002) that in turn inhibit

the presympathetic neurons in the RVLM hence lowering both the RVLM activity

and SNA (Dampney, 1994; Loewy and Spyer, 1990). This pathway provides a direct
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(A) Conceptual model of interaction between respiratory-related activity of the ventral

respiratory column (VRC), pontine circuits (PONS), sensory network in the nucleus tractus

solitary (NTS), and rostral and caudal ventrolateral medulla (RVLM/CVLM). Dotted arrows

represent the effects of VRC and PONS on RVLM providing respiratory modulation of SNA.

The sympathetic baroreceptor reflex operates via two pathways (red (gray in the print version)

solid arrows): one direct pathway includes baroreceptors, 2nd-order barosensitive cells

(Baro) in the NTS and CVLM, which inhibits RVLM and SNA; the other pathway routes via the

Bötzinger complex (BötC) in the VRC, whose postinspiratory neurons inhibit RVLM and SNA.

(B) Suggested interactions between the respiratory and sympathetic neural populations at the

level of brainstem. This model developed by Baekey et al. (2010) was based on the earlier

model of Smith et al. (2007) that simulated neural interactions between different populations

of respiratory neurons within major brainstem compartments involved in the control of

breathing (pons, BötC, pre-BötC, and rVRG). These compartments included the populations

of postinspiratory (post-I) and augmenting inspiratory (aug-E) neurons of BötC,

preinspiratory/inspiratory (pre-I/I) and early-inspiratory (early-I(1)) neurons of pre-BötC, and

ramping inspiratory (ramp-I) and early-I(2) neurons in rVRG. Baekey et al. (2010) extended

this model by incorporating NTS containing populations of 2nd-order baroreceptor cells, VLM

containing the excitatory RVLM and inhibitory CVLM populations, and the phase-spanning

inspiratory–expiratory (IE) population in the pons. Each population (shown as a sphere)

consisted of 20–50 single-compartment neurons described in the Hodgkin–Huxley style.

Adapted from Baekey et al. (2010) with permission.
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negative feedback control of SNA which is an important mechanism adjusting sym-

pathetic outflow in response to arterial pressure excursions.

Respiratory activity is also known to be modulated by the baroreceptor input.

Dick and Morris (2004) have shown in vagally intact, decerebrated cats that the ac-

tivities of approximately 50% of the respiratory-modulated neurons within the VRC

responded to transient pressure pulses. Furthermore, it appeared that the expiratory

activity was modulated with much greater extent than inspiratory activity (Dick

et al., 2005). These observations imply that baroreceptor activation can affect

phase-switching mechanisms in the respiratory CPG and, hence, durations of respi-

ratory phase. Baekey et al. (2010) have demonstrated that transient pressure pulses

indeed perturb the respiratory pattern. Figure 3 shows the effects of transient in-

creases in the perfusion pressure (PP) in the arterially perfused in situ rat preparation
(Baekey et al., 2008). These stimuli were delivered during inspiration, postinspira-

tion, or late expiration and produced phase-dependent effects on the respiratory pat-

tern and, correspondingly, on the respiratory modulation of SNA. With pons intact,

the applied barostimulation had almost no effect on the amplitude and duration (i.e.,

inspiratory period) of the phrenic bursts even when stimuli were delivered during

inspiration (Fig. 3A). At the same time, these stimuli suppressed or abolished
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FIGURE 3

(A) Response of the phrenic (PNA) and sympathetic (SNA) nerve activities to transient

increases in perfusion pressure (PP, bottom trace). Stimulation was applied to the intact

preparation during inspiration, postinspiration, and late expiration. The stimulus applied

during inspiration did not affect the respiratory pattern, whereas the stimuli delivered during

the expiratory phase prolonged expiration. After ponto-medullary transection, the applied

stimulus shortened the apneustic inspiratory (PNA) bursts. (B) Phase-dependent stimulation

of baroreceptors simulated by the model shows a qualitatively similar result. Note that after

removal of the pontine compartment in the model the respiratory modulation of SNA is

abolished.

Adapted from Baekey et al. (2010) with permission.
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inspiratory modulation of SNA. In contrast, when the same stimuli were delivered

during postinspiration or late expiration, they observed an increase in the expiratory

period combined with the sympatho-inhibitory response. The barostimulation-

evoked prolongation of expiration was greater if the stimulus was applied later

during the expiratory phase (compare second and third columns in Fig. 3A). After

pontine transection, the barostimulation shortened the apneustic inspiratory burst

(see Fig. 3A, last column).

To create an interface for barostimulation, Baekey et al. (2010) included two

populations of 2nd-order baroreceptor neurons in the NTS receiving baroreceptor

afferents (Fig. 2B). One of those populations was responsible for the direct barore-

flex pathway by sending excitatory projection to CVLM. They hypothesized that

barostimulation prolongs expiration by exciting expiratory neurons in BötC. Since

this prolongation appears to depend on pons, they suggested that the second barosen-

sitive population (marked “P” in Fig. 2B) excites pontine-dependent post-I popula-

tions. Due to the fact that barostimulation had virtually no effect on respiratory

patterns when applied during inspiration, they incorporated an inhibitory connection

from the inspiratory early-I(2) population in rVRG to the “P” barosensitive popula-

tion in NTS.

Simulations show the plausibility of this connectivity (Fig. 3B). Transient baros-

timulation applied to the 2nd-order barosensitive NTS populations produces a tem-

porary reduction of SNA via direct activation of the CVLM population that inhibits

the activity of the RVLM population. This represents the direct component of the

sympathetic baroreflex. Stimulus application during inspiration does not affect respi-

ratory (PN) activity, because the gain of the input from the 2nd-order barosensitive

NTS population to the post-I neurons is suppressed centrally during inspiration by

the inhibitory early-I(2) population of rVRG. In contrast, stimulus applied during

expiration prolongs expiration via activation of post-I neurons of BötC that inhibit

the aug-E population and the RVLM. After pontine removal, the model switches to

the apneustic respiratory pattern with elongated bursts of PNA (see Fig. 3B, right-

most panel). As mentioned, in these conditions the rVRG early-I(2) population is

no longer active and, hence, releases NTS baroreceptors from inspiratory inhibition.

Accordingly, transient barostimulus activates the post-I population during inspira-

tion and prematurely terminates inspiration (compare rightmost panels in Fig. 3).

A closer look at the activity of different populations in the model in response to

the transient barostimulation applied during expiration reveals something nontrivial

(Fig. 4). Normally, during expiration post-I neurons exhibit a decrementing activity

pattern. Aug-E neurons gradually activate, being released from post-I inhibition as it

happens in the first breathing cycle in Fig. 4A. As soon as a barostimulus comes, the

post-I population (which is already weak by that time) activates again, shuts down

the aug-E population, and resets expiration. After post-I activity wanes, the aug-E

population reactivates for the second time. Baekey et al. (2010) used this mechanistic

explanation for expiratory period prolongation in response to transient pressure

pulses applied during expiration as a model prediction. They performed extracellular

recording of post-I and aug-E neuronal activity within the BötC using the
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multielectrode technique and identified neuronal responses elicited by baroreflex

stimulations with activation–deactivation patterns in full accordance with the model

simulations (Fig. 4B).

4 RESPIRATORY–SYMPATHETIC CHEMOREFLEX
At basal conditions (normocapnia/normoxia), the respiratory pattern consists of a

phase of active inspiration, with recruitment of diaphragm muscles innervated by

phrenic motoneurons; and a phase of passive expiration, in which the reverse air flow

is generated by the recoil forces of the thorax/lungs. During hypercapnia, late-

expiratory (late-E) discharges emerge in the abdominal nerve (AbN) that occur just

prior to phrenic bursts (Abdala et al., 2009a;Molkov et al., 2010), indicating a pattern

of active expiration (Fig. 5). With increasing CO2, the frequency of these AbN late-E

discharges increases quantally (Fig. 5, 7% CO2) until it reaches a 1:1 ratio with

phrenic burst frequency (Fig. 5, 10% CO2) (Abdala et al., 2009a; Molkov et al.,
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FIGURE 4

The mechanism of expiration resetting by transient baroreceptor stimulation as predicted by

the model (A) and in situ (B). (A) Membrane potentials of post-I and aug-E neurons (first and

third traces) and integrated spike histograms of the entire post-I and aug-E populations

(second and fourth traces). Shaded intervals indicate I, inspiratory phase; E1, first phase of

expiration (postinspiration, post-I); E2, second phase of expiration (late expiration). The

applied stimulation (lowest trace) resets expiration by activating post-I population which

inhibits aug-E neurons. After the stimulus, the aug-E neuron fires for the second time, which is

accompanied by prolongation of expiration. (B) Extracellular recordings and firing rate

histograms from post-I (first pair of traces) and aug-E (second pair) neurons in BötC. Below

are the integrated phrenic nerve activity (PNA) and perfusion pressure (PP). The response to

the applied barostimulation in the in situ preparation is associated with transient increases in

post-I and decreases in aug-E activity as predicted by the model.

Adapted from Baekey et al. (2010) with permission.
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2010). It has been suggested that the abdominal late-E activity originates in the par-

afacial respiratory group (pFRG) ( Janczewski and Feldman, 2006; Janczewski et al.,

2002; Onimaru and Homma, 2003; Onimaru et al., 1988) that appears to anatomi-

cally overlap with the RTN. Moreover, neurons were found in the RTN/pFRG region

whose rhythmic discharges emerged coincidently with late-E bursts recorded from

the AbN during hypercapnic conditions (Abdala et al., 2009a; Molkov et al., 2010).

Also, pharmacological inactivation of the RTN/pFRG (Abdala et al., 2009a; Molkov

et al., 2010) or inhibition of predominantly Phox2b-expressing neurons in this region

(Marina et al., 2010) abolished the hypercapnia-induced late-E bursts in the AbN

without affecting the activity of nearby expiratory neurons of the BötC (Abdala

et al., 2009a) indicating that the RTN/pFRG is an ultimate site-generating late-E neu-

ral activity for active expiration.

Central chemoreception involves a cluster of Phox2b-expressing neurons located

in RTN/pFRG (Guyenet et al., 2008; Stornetta et al., 2006). The RTN chemosensi-

tive neurons are predominantly glutamatergic, as they express the glutamatergic ve-

sicular transporter, and establish connections with respiratory neurons of the VRC,

parabrachial, and Kölliker–Fuse nuclei in the pons and dorsal respiratory column

(Rosin et al., 2006). These excitatory connections mediate the respiratory response

following central chemoreceptor activation. During hypercapnia, the RTN/pFRG

provides a source of excitation to bulbospinal expiratory neurons located in cVRG

that relay excitatory drive to the lumbar abdominal motoneurons that drive late-E

bursting in the AbN (Abdala et al., 2009a; Molkov et al., 2010).

To assimilate these experimental data, Molkov et al. (2010) extended the model

of Smith et al. (2007) by incorporating the RTN/pFRG compartment, containing neu-

rons performing central chemoreceptor function whose activity was dependent on
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FIGURE 5

Quantal acceleration of late-E activity in response to progressive hypercapnia. From bottom

to top: activity of phrenic (PN), abdominal (AbN) thoracic sympathetic (tSN) nerves at 5%

CO2 (normocapnia), and during hypercapnia (7% and 10% CO2). Note the skipping of

some late-E bursts in both AbN and tSN at 7% CO2.

Adapted from Molkov et al. (2011) with permission.
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CO2 level (Fig. 6). In the model, this compartment includes a late-E population of

neurons with intrinsic bursting properties (Abdala et al., 2009a; Molkov et al.,

2010). This population outputs to a population of bulbospinal premotor expiratory

neurons of cVRG (bs-E) projecting to the abdominal motoneurons that define activ-

ity of the AbN (Fig. 5).

Sympathetic activity was also found to exhibit a late-E discharge during hyper-

capnia that coincided with AbN late-E activity (Molkov et al., 2011). In Fig. 5 under

normocapnic conditions (5% CO2), AbN shows a low-amplitude activity and the in-

tegrated tSN activity expresses an augmenting inspiratory modulation. As men-

tioned, progressive hypercapnia evokes late-E activity with quantally increasing

frequency, and at 7% CO2 this frequency reaches a 1:2 ratio, when approximately

every second respiratory cycle is skipping in AbN late-E activity. It is important

to notice that the tSN late-E discharges coincide with the AbN late-E bursts

(Fig. 5). The synchronous activation of abdominal and sympathetic late-E activities

is evident at 7%CO2where sympathetic late-E activity was skipped in the respiratory

cycles whenever abdominal late-E activity was also absent.

This strongly supports the idea that the observed late-E activities in both the AbN

and tSN have the same source located in the RTN/pFRG. This region contains neu-

rons that are silent during normocapnia (5% CO2) and active during hypercapnia,

exhibiting a firing pattern that strongly correlates with AbN late-E activity

(Abdala et al., 2009b; Molkov et al., 2010). Molkov et al. (2011) suggested that these
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The model by Molkov et al. (2011) combines the circuitry responsible for the respiratory

modulation of sympathetic activity from Fig. 5 and the RTN/pFRG oscillator with its

interconnections with respiratory CPG. Note excitatory connections from chemosensitive late-

E population in RTN/pFRG to the presympathetic neurons in RVLM. See text for more details.
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late-E neurons of RTN/pFRG are an excitatory source not only to cVRC bulbospinal

expiratory (E) neurons but also to presympathetic RVLM neurons (see Fig. 6), cul-

minating in an increase of sympathetic activity correlated with late-E bursts in ab-

dominal motor activity. This hypothesis has a strong experimental support (Guyenet

et al., 2008; Moreira et al., 2006; Nattie and Li, 2009). Accordingly, Molkov et al.

(2011) combined the models of Baekey et al. (2010) and Molkov et al. (2010) and

incorporated this same projection (Fig. 6).

5 CHRONIC INTERMITTENT HYPOXIA
Recent studies indicate that changes in the strength and/or pattern of respiratory–

sympathetic coupling may have pathological implications in the control of arterial

pressure levels. Such dysfunctions can be observed in the experimental condition

of chronic intermittent hypoxia (CIH). CIH is commonly observed in patients suf-

fering from obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) as a consequence of the repetitive epi-

sodes of upper airway obstruction during sleep time. It has been suggested that

OSA patients are under a risk of the development of arterial hypertension as a result

of the exposure to CIH (Caples et al., 2005; Dempsey et al., 2010).

In rats, exposure to CIH produces a sustained increase in arterial pressure

(Fletcher et al., 1992a,b) combined with an augmented sympathetic vasomotor tone

(Zoccal et al., 2007, 2009a), indicating that the sympathetic nervous system plays a

major role in the etiology of CIH-induced hypertension. Moreover, the elevated

baseline (under normocapnia/normoxia) SNA of CIH-conditioned rats was shown

to exhibit an enhanced respiratory modulation characterized by higher levels of sym-

pathetic activity during late-E phase (Fig. 7, left panel). This effect was independent
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FIGURE 7

Sympathetic and respiratory responses to hypercapnia in CIH-conditioned rats at

normocapnia (5% CO2) and during hypercapnia (7% and 10% CO2). Note the presence of

late-E bursts in both AbN and tSN at 5% CO2.

Adapted from Molkov et al. (2011) with permission.
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of the afferent inputs from lungs or peripheral chemoreceptors (Zoccal et al., 2008).

Besides, the enhanced sympathetic activity during expiration in CIH rats was asso-

ciated with the emergence of late-E bursts in AbN and an active expiratory motor

pattern. This raises the possibility that central coupling between brainstem respira-

tory and sympathetic neurons provides a significant contribution to the development

of hypertension in CIH-conditioned animals (Zoccal et al., 2009b).

As a result of CIH conditioning, the activities of AbN and tSN are altered in both

normocapnia and hypercapnia (Abdala et al., 2009b; Zoccal et al., 2008, 2009a,b).

After 10 days exposure to CIH under normocapnic conditions, late-E activity is pre-

sent in AbN and tSN with a frequency ratio to PN of about 1:2 (Fig. 7, 5% CO2). In

contrast to naı̈ve rats (Fig. 5) at 7% CO2, late-E discharges in AbN (and tSN) become

1:1 coupled to PN bursts. By comparing Figs. 5 and 7 one can suggest that 10 days

exposure to CIH exaggerates baseline activity of RTN/pFRG chemoreceptors so that

they start providing higher output in response to the same CO2 levels. Consequently,

it shifts the CO2 threshold for the emergence of late-E oscillations in CIH-

conditioned preparations below normocapnic 5% CO2.

Since the presence of sympathetic (and abdominal) late-E activity in CIH-

conditioned rats under normal conditions (normocapnia) is similar to that observed

in naı̈ve rats during hypercapnia (Abdala et al., 2009a; Molkov et al., 2010), Molkov

et al. (2011) hypothesized that the chemosensitive RTN/pFRG neurons involved in

the generation of late-E activity get sensitized during CIH conditioning, thereby re-

ducing the CO2 threshold for the emergence of late-E activity in the RTN/pFRG and

hence for its appearance in both abdominal and sympathetic motor outflows. In the

model (Fig. 5), the RTN/pFRG is considered to be a major central chemoreceptor site

whose drive is sensitive to CO2. To implement this property, Molkov et al. (2011)

considered RTN/pFRG tonic drive to be variable and dependent on the CO2 level.

This putative dependence of RTN/pFRG tonic drive on CO2 is shown in the upper

panel of Fig. 8 (solid curve). As hypothesized above, the CO2 sensitivity of RTN/

pFRG increases as a result of CIH exposure. This corresponds to the horizontal shift

of the CO2-dependent RTN drive by 2% CO2 toward lower CO2 values (to the left,

see dashed curve in the upper panel of Fig. 8).

Molkov et al. (2011) used the model shown in Fig. 6 with the conditional CO2

dependence illustrated on the top of Fig. 8 to simulate CIH-induced changes in sym-

pathetic and respiratory activities under hyper- and hypocapnic conditions. Lower

panels of Fig. 8 show the integrated activity in the PN, AbN, and tSN outputs, when

CO2 was gradually increasing from 0% CO2 (hypocapnia) through 5% CO2 (normo-

capnia) to 10% CO2 (hypercapnia) for both naı̈ve and CIH-conditioned animals. In

naı̈ve rats (Fig. 8, “Control” case), progressive hypercapnia (right part of the graph)

lead to the emergence and quantal acceleration of late-E bursts in both AbN and tSN,

replicating the experimental data shown in Fig. 5. Specifically, the late-E discharges

in AbN and tSN appeared at 7% CO2 and reached 1:1 ratio to the PN bursts at 9%

CO2. In CIH-conditioned animals, the shifted curve reflecting the CO2 dependence

of RTN/pFRG drive was used (dashed line on the upper panel). In contrast to the

“control” scenario, the late-E bursts in AbN and tSN emerged at 4% CO2; in the
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FIGURE 8

Simulation of the effects of CIH conditioning by shifting the response curve of central

chemoreceptors toward lower CO2 levels using the model of Molkov et al. (2011). Top panel

shows RTN/pFRG tonic drive as a function of CO2 for the control (black solid curve) and CIH-

conditioning (red (gray in the print version) dashed curve) cases. Below are the results of

simulations with gradually changing CO2 from 0% (hypocapnia) to 10% (hypercapnia) for

control and CIH cases, respectively. Shaded intervals roughly correspond to the experimental

conditions shown in Figs. 5, 7, and 9.
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normocapnic state (5% CO2), they showed a stable 1:2 ratio to the PN bursts (Fig. 8,

“After CIH”); and at 7% CO2, this ratio reached 1:1, which was also consistent with

experimental observations illustrated in Fig. 7.

The simulation results shown in Fig. 8 have an important implication. Note that a

reduction of CO2 below 3% (in the control conditions) caused a hypocapnic apnea (a
lack of PN activity in Control case in Fig. 8, left part of the graph). After CIH con-

ditioning, the apneic threshold for hypocapnia in the model was reduced by at least

2% CO2, since the PN bursts were still being generated even at 1% CO2 (no apnea
label in Fig. 8). To test this modeling prediction, Molkov et al. (2011) exposed the

control (naı̈ve) and CIH-conditioned rat preparations to progressive hypocapnia

(from normal 5% CO2 to 3% and then to 1%). The naı̈ve rat preparations exhibited

a reduction in the integrated PN burst amplitude at 3% CO2 and a hypocapnic apnea

at 1% CO2 (Fig. 9, control case). Importantly, these control preparations never

expressed late-E activity in AbN or tSN in either normocapnia or hypocapnia. In con-

trast, in CIH rat preparations (Fig. 9, after CIH), the expressed late-E activity in both

AbN and tSN was already present during normocapnia (at 5% CO2), which corre-

sponded to the above simulations (see Fig. 8). This late-E activity, however,
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FIGURE 9

Experimental verification of the predicted changes in the sympathetic and respiratory

activities in control and CIH-conditioned rats in hypocapnic conditions (3% and 1% CO2).

Late-E activity in AbN and tSN in CIH-conditioned preparations is abolished with reduction of

CO2 to hypocapnic 3% (marked by no late-E label). Hypocapnia at 1% CO2 eliminates PN

activity in control (hypocapnic apnea), but not in CIH-conditioned preparations (no apnea).

Adapted from Molkov et al. (2011) with permission.
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disappeared from both nerves at 3% CO2 (no late-E label in Fig. 9 and compare with

Fig. 8). At the same time, PN activity with a reduced amplitude (and apparent respi-

ratory modulation of tSN) was still present even at 1% CO2, hence confirming

modeling prediction about a reduction of apneic threshold for hypocapnia in CIH-

conditioned rats.

One of the yet unmentioned interesting predictions of the model is a CIH-evoked

reduction in the synaptic inhibition in the RVLM. Incorporation of this feature

allowed Molkov et al. (2011) to reproduce the experimentally observed changes

in the tSN burst profile induced by CIH conditioning. This prediction is consistent

with raised sympathetic activity and reflex sympathetic responses in CIH rats (Braga

et al., 2006) and awaits experimental testing.

6 UNIFIED THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR RESPIRATORY–
SYMPATHETIC COUPLING: LIMITATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
The unified model of sympatho-respiratory circuits shown in Fig. 10 represents a su-

perposition of two previous models describing the emergence of late-E activity in the

RTN/pFRG (Molkov et al., 2010, 2011) and the sympathetic–respiratory coupling

(Baekey et al., 2010). This model does a good job in providing possible explanations

for the origin of respiratory modulation in SNA, respiratory baroreflex, and sympa-

thetic overactivity evoked by hypercapnia and CIH, but it still has uncertainties

which have yet to be clarified.

Baekey et al. (2010) focused on two, most straight-forward mechanisms of the

respiratory SNA modulation. However, previous studies with the recording from

RVLM and CVLM neurons revealed more complexity of respiratory-modulated

activity patterns supporting broader interactions between the brainstem respiratory

neurons and neurons within RVLM and CVLM. For example, Mandel and

Schreihofer (2006) revealed at least four distinct respiratory-modulated discharge

patterns in CVLM cells, with inspiratory, expiratory, phase-spanning expiratory–in-

spiratory, and postinspiratory modulated activity, suggesting that the respiratory

modulation of RVLM neurons can be mediated by CVLM. While the model by

Baekey et al. (2010) replicates major features of sympatho-respiratory patterning,

other plausible solutions (e.g. based on excitatory projections from post-I(e) neurons

to CVLM, see Fig. 10) can be considered and comparatively investigated in the fu-

ture modeling studies.

The unified circuitry in Fig. 10 inherits a special population of 2nd-order

barosensitive cells in the NTS projecting to the post-I neurons, whose activity is con-

trolled centrally by early-I(2) population of rVRG (marked by “P” in Fig. 10). Similar

control of the NTS pump (P) cells receiving early-inspiratory inhibition was previ-

ously described by Miyazaki et al. (1999). Since stimulation of pulmonary afferents

also activates post-I neurons via P cells of NTS (Hayashi et al., 1996), these cells may

be involved in both Hering–Breuer and barosympathetic reflexes. Yet another pos-

sibility for the baroreflex gain control at the level of NTS could be if inhibition during
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inspiration would come from the pons. Indeed, the electrical stimulation of the para-

brachial nucleus is shown to suppress the gain of carotid sinus afferent input to NTS

(Felder and Mifflin, 1988), so the control of baroreflex gain can be modeled by in-

corporating an inhibitory inspiratory population into the pontine compartment pro-

jecting to the 2nd-order barosensitive cells in the NTS that excite post-I neurons

(Fig. 10). This possibility is also worth considering in future modeling studies.

The unified model defines a neural substrate for the expiratory-facilitatory

response to activation of baroreceptors (Brunner et al., 1982; Dove and Katona,

1985; Grunstein et al., 1975; Li et al., 1999a,b; Lindsey et al., 1998; Nishino and

Honda, 1982; Richter and Seller, 1975; Speck and Webber, 1983; Stella et al.,

2001) and explains previous experimental findings that respiratory neurons, prefer-

entially expiratory neurons, are modulated with the arterial pulse (Dick and Morris,

2004; Dick et al., 2005). This substrate can be used for further extending the model to

incorporate interactions with the parasympathetic nervous system, since baroacti-

vated post-I neurons were also found to be crucially involved in the modulation

of cardiac vagal motoneurons (Gilbey et al., 1984).

The prolongation of expiration in response to abrupt increases in blood pressure

does not seem to have an obvious teleological explanation. On the other hand,

volitional slowing breathing or pranayamic breathing is a recognized practice that
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The unifiedmodel representing a combined circuitry of schematics from Figs. 2B and 5. RTN/

pFRG drive is CO2-dependent. Connections shown by dashed lines and pontine I population

represent possible model alternatives (see text for details).

Adapted from Rybak et al. (2012) with permission.
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decreases blood pressure (Jerath et al., 2006). The inclusion of the proposed mech-

anisms to more integrative models of cardiovascular–respiratory interactions may

be instrumental for elucidating the role of expiration prolongation for gas exchange

and/or arterial pressure regulation (Ben-Tal, 2012; Ben-Tal et al., 2012).

In our theory of the respiratory baroreflex, we describe how respiratory phase

durations are affected by transient increases of blood pressure. However, in cats it

has been demonstrated that inspiratory motor output is decreased during longer ep-

isodes of elevated blood pressure (Arata et al., 2000; Lindsey et al., 1998; Poliacek

et al., 2011). Although it was not relevant in the in situ experiments reviewed here

due to very short duration of the stimulus (5 s vs. 60 s and longer in the studies cited),

the effect of the reduction in the inspiratory efferent amplitude by sustained hyper-

tension clearly represents another important aspect of the respiratory baroreflex.

Combining our findings and the connectivity between 2nd-order baroreceptors

and respiratory neurons at the pattern formation level suggested by Lindsey’s group

can be instrumental in making another step toward a closed-loop model of cardio-

respiratory interactions.

The model implies that the sympathetic baroreceptor reflex, providing negative

feedback from baroreceptors to the RVLM and SNA, has two pathways (Fig. 2A).

The first, direct path leads from the 2nd-order baroreceptor neurons in NTS to

CVLM which inhibits RVLM hence lowering SNA (Dampney, 1994; Guyenet

et al., 1990). The second pathway is mediated by respiratory circuits, specifically

by the post-I neurons of BötC which inhibit RVLM and prolong expiration. There-

fore, our theory suggests that the processing of the baroreceptor afferent information

depends on the respiratory–sympathetic interactions and needs an intact respiratory

network. The physiological relevance of this concept still requires further experi-

mental investigations.

In reproducing the effect of CIH conditioning on AbN and tSN motor activities

observed experimentally, the model relies on a shift of CO2 dependence of RTN

drive toward lower CO2 values (Fig. 8) which causes the development of an active

expiratory pattern in normoxic/normocapnic conditions due to an exaggerated

response of central chemoreceptors after CIH exposure. These observations provide

important insights into possible mechanisms involved in the elevation of sympathetic

activity and development of arterial hypertension observed after CIH conditioning.

However, what causes the underlying sensitization of central chemoreceptors

remains unclear. One possible explanation for this may be based on a reduction

of inhibitory inputs from the BötC post-I neurons to the RTN/pFRG late-E neurons,

which could increase the excitability in the latter (Molkov et al., 2010). A similar

effect could be provided by increased excitatory drive from peripheral chemorecep-

tors (mediated by corresponding neurons in the nucleus of solitary tract) to central

chemoreceptors (late-E neurons) (Guyenet et al., 2009; Takakura et al., 2006) and/or

by the peripheral chemoreceptor control of the gain of central chemoreceptors (Blain

et al., 2010). However, the direct involvement of peripheral chemoreceptor drive

would contradict the existing data that carotid body denervation after CIH exposure

does not eliminate the late-E sympathetic discharges (Zoccal et al., 2008).
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Nevertheless, peripheral–central chemoreceptor interaction may be involved in the

development of plastic changes in the excitability of central chemoreceptors after

CIH conditioning via activation of neuromodulators that enhance the activity of

RTN chemosensitive neurons, such as serotonin (Mulkey et al., 2007), ATP

(Mulkey et al., 2006), or locally produced oxidative stress ( Jurado-Gamez et al.,

2011). These or other, currently unknown mechanisms may be responsible for the

observed CIH-evoked sensitization of RTN/pFRG chemoreceptors which requires

additional studies (Ben-Tal, 2012; Ben-Tal et al., 2012).

A main message of this review is that the respiratory and sympathetic networks

interact and their coupling is plastic and contributes to the baroreceptor reflex control

of sympathetic activity and to the elevated sympathetic activity following CIH. The

theoretical basis presented explains the complex and intricate circuitry involved in

the interplay between the respiratory network and sympathetic nervous system in

health and disease. The new knowledge gleaned contributes significantly to our un-

derstanding of the control of sympathetic activity and cardiovascular system and as-

sists in novel therapies in a variety of disease states.
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